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Abstract We present a theoretically consistent framework for modelling Lagrangian1

particle deposition in plant canopies. The primary focus is on describing the prob-2

ability of particles encountering canopy elements (i.e., “potential deposition”),3

and provides a consistent means for including the effects of imperfect deposi-4

tion through any appropriate sub-model for deposition efficiency. Some aspects of5

the framework draw upon an analogy to radiation propagation through a turbid6

medium with which to develop model theory. The present method is compared7

against one of the most commonly used heuristic Lagrangian frameworks, namely8

that originally developed by [Legg, B. J., and Powell, F. A., 1979. Agric. Meteorol.9

20:47-67], which is shown to be theoretically inconsistent. A recommendation is10

made to discontinue the use of this heuristic approach in favour of the theoretically11

consistent framework developed herein, which is no more difficult to apply under12

equivalent assumptions. The proposed framework has the additional advantage13

that it can be applied to arbitrary canopy geometries given readily measurable14

parameters describing vegetation structure.15

Keywords Lagrangian dispersion model · Particle deposition · Plant canopies16

1 Introduction17

Lagrangian particle dispersion models are a popular and intuitive means of describ-18

ing the transport of particles in vegetative flows, which represent such transport19

by tracking individual particles as they move throughout the flow. Applications of20

frequent interest include modelling spore dispersal (Legg and Powell, 1979; Aylor,21

1982; Aylor and Flesch, 2001), the inverse determination of scalar source strength22
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(Aylor and Flesch, 2001; Flesch et al, 2005), estimation of footprints for turbu-23

lent flux measurements (Baldocchi, 1997; Rannik et al, 2000; Duman et al, 2015;24

Wilson, 2015), and the filtration of dust and other particles by windbreaks (Bou-25

vet et al, 2007), among others. In many of these applications, the deposition of26

particles onto vegetative elements plays a critical role in determining particle con-27

centration distributions. However, deposition remains one of the largest sources of28

uncertainty in models of turbulent dispersion.29

The convoluted nature of particle deposition in vegetation has led to the use30

of models that are heuristic in nature, and lack a rigorous theoretical foundation31

(Aylor, 2017). Given the lack of a theoretically sound alternative, heuristic models32

originally developed in the 1970’s (Legg and Powell, 1979) are still widely used33

today (e.g., Aylor and Flesch, 2001; Jarosz et al, 2004; Bouvet et al, 2007; Dupont34

et al, 2014; Gleicher et al, 2014; Bailey et al, 2014b; Pan et al, 2014, 2015). As35

will be illustrated herein, these commonly used heuristic models are not physically36

reasonable as they can give probabilities of deposition well above 100% and are37

not consistent when model parameters are varied.38

An additional limitation of current particle deposition models for vegetation39

is that model parameters can be difficult to measure because they have little40

physical meaning, or are difficult to generalize to arbitrary canopies. For example,41

a critical parameter in the model of Raupach et al (2001) is the vegetation optical42

porosity, which has physical meaning for a vegetation windbreak but is not a43

relevant parameter for a continuous canopy. Another example is the fraction of44

projected leaf area parameter used in the model of Legg and Powell (1979) and45

Aylor (1982), which is typically not given a formal mathematical definition.46

Deposition model development has also been hindered by the difficulty in ob-47

taining data that can be used for model formulation and rigorous validation.48

Available data typically aggregate many processes such as those related to scalar49

sources, the turbulent wind field, particle transport, canopy architecture, and de-50

position to vegetative surfaces (Petroff et al, 2008). For these reasons, it is difficult51

to conclusively validate deposition models because many inseparable sources of er-52

ror are compounded into predictions of deposition rates. Some studies have found53

satisfactory agreement between experimental data and model predictions (e.g.,54

Aylor and Flesch, 2001; Bouvet et al, 2007), while others have found significant55

discrepancies without a clear explanation for the likely sources of model errors56

(e.g., Ruijgrok et al, 1997; Wilson, 2000; Gleicher et al, 2014).57

The objectives of this Note are 1) to develop a mathematically consistent the-58

oretical framework upon which Lagrangian models for deposition onto vegetation59

can be built, and 2) to develop a generalized deposition modelling framework60

with parameters that can be readily measured for arbitrary canopy geometries.61

For reasons given above, rigorous validation of the framework is not presented,62

and additional work is needed to produce datasets that can be used to develop63

parametrizations for deposition efficiency as well as to better validate individual64

components of deposition models. However, the model is useful in its present state65

because it is, at the very least, theoretically consistent when model parameters are66

varied, and is based on model parameters that are physically meaningful and can67

be readily measured.68
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2 Deposition model framework69

2.1 Lagrangian particle dispersion models70

In Lagrangian particle dispersion models, particles are represented as particle-71

laden parcels of fluid, which are tracked as they move through the flow. A given72

particle’s position varies in time according to73

dxi
dt

= ui, (1)

where, using index notation i = 1, 2, 3 = x, y, z, xi is the particle position, ui is74

the particle velocity, and t is time. If the particle velocity is known, which is of-75

ten determined by assuming that the particle velocity equals the fluid velocity at76

location xi, this equation can be integrated over a finite time interval ∆t to de-77

scribe the change in particle position. If ∆t is sufficiently small, ui can be assumed78

constant and this integration yields79

xi(t+∆t) = xi(t) + ui∆t, (2)

noting that if ui changes significantly over ∆t, a more sophisticated integration80

scheme could be used (Press et al, 2007), or ∆t could be reduced.81

In many simplified cases, only one or two components of ui are known. Using82

a simplified approach, the horizontal component u1 can be specified using a mea-83

sured mean vertical profile, and the vertical component u3 can be specified as the84

particle settling velocity. To include the effects of turbulence on ui, the velocity85

itself is often modeled by solving a stochastic Langevin equation for the turbulent86

component of ui (Thomson, 1987; Rodean, 1996; Bailey, 2017). In cases where87

particles have significant inertia or turbulence is highly intermittent at unresolved88

scales, additional corrections may be necessary to reasonably represent the particle89

velocity (e.g., Wilson, 2000; Bouvet et al, 2006; Duman et al, 2016).90

Here, we seek to formulate a modelling framework for a particle moving through91

a plant canopy that describes the probability of the particle becoming deposited92

on vegetation during the discrete time interval ∆t.93

2.2 Nature of deposition in plant canopies94

To illustrate the nature of deposition, we first consider the case of many particles95

traveling in flow around a single leaf. The leaf has no effect on particles traveling96

far away from the leaf, and thus there is obviously no possibility of deposition97

(Fig. 1, Case 1). Particles that “encounter” the leaf, i.e., they must change course98

if they are to avoid the leaf, may or may not become deposited (Fig. 1, Case 2). If99

the particle is able to penetrate the leaf boundary layer, and additionally “sticks”100

to the leaf surface, it can become deposited (Fig. 1, Case 2a). Alternatively, if the101

particle is able to change course and go around the leaf, or it penetrates the bound-102

ary layer but does not adhere to the surface, it may avoid becoming deposited and103

continue onward (Fig. 1, Case 2b). The probability of deposition occurring, given104

that a particle has encountered a leaf, is quantified through the deposition effi-105

ciency, which is dependent on a number of factors (e.g., Stokes number, Brownian106
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Fig. 1 Schematic of potential deposition. Particle 1 passes by the leaf without interaction.
Particle 2 “encounters” the leaf and has the potential to become deposited. Whether or not
the particle becomes deposited (2a) or avoids deposition (2b) depends on characteristics of the
particle, leaf, and flow.

diffusion, turbulence). If the deposition efficiency is 100%, we term this potential107

deposition, which is primarily a function of canopy geometry.108

When scaling up to consider many leaves in a plant canopy, the scale of rep-109

resentation must be determined. Rather than representing every leaf, particle-leaf110

interactions are represented statistically by using a continuum approach (Fig. 2).111

This is analogous to the “turbid medium” approach that is often used to repre-112

sent radiation transport in unresolved vegetation (e.g., Kimes and Kirchner, 1982;113

Bailey et al, 2014a; Krayenhoff et al, 2014). In order for this assumption to hold,114

the volume considered must contain a sufficiently large number of leaves such that115

the effects of individual leaves are unimportant in the average transport through116

the volume (Ross, 1981). Additionally, leaf position within the volume should be117

uniformly distributed such that clumping of leaves is minimal (Nilson, 1971).118

2.3 Model for potential deposition119

For simplicity, we first develop the model for the case of 100% deposition efficiency,120

meaning that any particle that encounters a leaf becomes deposited. In this case,121

the probability of particle deposition is equivalent to the probability that a particle122

encounters a leaf along its path. Analogous to radiation transfer theory for a123

purely absorbing participating medium (Modest, 2013), the rate of decrease of124

particle concentration with distance travelled r (following the flow) in the absence125

of sources is proportional to the current concentration C126

dC

dr
= −βC, (3)
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Fig. 2 Schematic of a particle moving through a volume of unresolved vegetation. Multiple
leaves, each with their own normal vector n̂L are aggregated into a volume of homogeneous
media. The direction of particle movement is denoted by the unit vector ûi.

where β is the attenuation coefficient of the medium, which can be physically127

interpreted as the inverse of the mean free path of a particle without intersecting128

a leaf, and it is noted that the operator d/dr is technically the total or material129

derivative. Noting that dr/dt = U is the velocity magnitude, Eq.3 can be rewritten130

using the chain rule as131

dC

dt
= −βUC. (4)

Assuming that U is approximately constant over a small time period ∆t, Equa-132

tion 4 can be solved analytically to describe the reduction in particle concentration133

over ∆t134

C(t+∆t)

C(t)
= P ∗ = exp (−βU∆t) , (5)

where P ∗ can be interpreted as the probability that a particle is not deposited135

over ∆t. If β is known, the probability of no deposition over some time ∆t can be136

easily calculated from Eq. 5. For k timesteps of size (∆t)k, the overall probability137

of no deposition P over time period T is simply the product of the deposition138

probability for each individual timestep139

P =
∏
k

P ∗
k , (6)

where T =
∑
k

(∆t)k is the total time period of particle traversal. If the particle140

exits the vegetation for some time period, then P ∗ for each of those timesteps is141

=1, since this corresponds to β = 0. Note also that, if βU∆t are constant, Eq. 6142

reduces back to Eq. 5 except with ∆t replaced by T .143
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Equation 5 could be applied to a particle using either a deterministic or stochas-144

tic approach. Using a deterministic approach, each particle is associated with some145

amount of initial mass, a fraction of which is removed each timestep according to146

Eq. 5 (Williams et al, 2004). In this sense, a particle represents an ensemble or147

packet of many particles, some fraction of which is continually deposited through-148

out time. Using a stochastic or Monte Carlo approach, a random number can be149

drawn from a uniform distribution at each timestep. If this random number ¿ P ∗
150

(Eq. 5), the particle is deposited, otherwise it continues to the next timestep.151

2.4 Specifying the attenuation coefficient β152

The attenuation coefficient, which is defined as the inverse of the mean free particle153

path, is simply the leaf area projected in the direction of ui per unit volume of154

leaves155

β = G(ûi) a, (7)

where a is the one-sided leaf area per unit volume (leaf area density, LAD), ûi is156

a unit vector pointing in the direction of particle travel ui (Fig. 2), and G(ûi) is157

the average fraction of a unit area of leaves projected in the direction of ûi which158

is commonly known as the Ross-Nilson G-function (Ross, 1981). This inherently159

assumes that the leaf boundary layer is very thin, and tthat the only way for a160

particle to enter the leaf boundary layer is by passing through the projected area161

of the leaf.162

The G-function is defined here as163

G(ûi) =
1

4π

2π∫
0

π∫
0

gL(θL, φL)
∣∣ûi · n̂L(θL, φL)

∣∣ sin θL dθL dφ, (8)

where θL and φL are the spherical zenithal and azimuthal angles of a vector normal164

to a leaf n̂L (Fig. 3), and gL is the probability that a leaf is oriented such that165

its normal vector is in the direction of (θL, φL). Numerous simplified expressions166

have been suggested to describe gL given a small number of parameters (e.g., Goel167

and Strebel, 1984; Campbell, 1986).168

If leaf orientation is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the azimuthal169

direction (i.e., azimuthally symmetric), a simplified form of Eq. 8 can be used in170

which gL is only dependent on θL (Shultis and Myneni, 1988)171

G(ûi) =
1

2

π∫
0

gL(θL)ψ(ûi, θL) sin θL dθL, (9)

where ψ(ûi, θL) is a kernel function that accounts for the fact that even if gL is172

independent of φL,
∣∣ûi · n̂L∣∣ still has φL dependence. By using the kernel function,173
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Fig. 3 Spherical coordinate system used to describe the leaf normal vector n̂L. The leaf
inclination angle θL is measured with respect to the +z axis, and the leaf azimuthal angle is
measured clockwise with respect to the +x axis.

we avoid having to explicitly perform the integration over φL; ψ(ûi, θL) is defined174

as175

ψ =


|cos θ cos θL|, |cot θ cot θL| > 1

cos θ cos θL

(
2

π
φt − 1

)
+

2

π

√
1− cos2 θ

√
1− cos2 θL sinφt otherwise,

(10)
with176

θ = cos−1 û3, (11a)

φt = cos−1 (−cot θ cot θL) . (11b)

G(ûi) ranges from zero to 1, with G(ûi) = 0 if all leaf area is parallel with the177

direction of particle travel, and G(ûi) = 1 if all leaf area is orthogonal to the178

direction of particle travel. If leaves are uniformly distributed in all directions179

(i.e., spherical distribution), gL = 1, and Eq. 8 reduces to180

G(ûi) = 0.5. (12)

Although it is common to assume G(ûi) = 0.5, this is almost never the case in181

nature, as plants tend to orient their leaves to maximize the absorption of solar182

radiation while also avoiding heat damage (Pisek et al, 2013; Raabe et al, 2015;183

Bailey and Mahaffee, 2017b). Even the assumption of azimuthal symmetry, which184

is ubiquitous in the literature, appears to be questionable in many cases (Shell185

et al, 1974; Bailey and Mahaffee, 2017b).186

The above deposition model requires specification of a and gL, both of which187

are readily measured for an arbitrary volume of leaves. Leaf area can be mea-188

sured directly by removing leaves from the plant and summing their area (e.g.,189

Jonckheere et al, 2004; Bailey and Mahaffee, 2017a), or through various indirect190
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methods (cf. Bréda, 2003). Similarly, leaf orientation can be measured directly us-191

ing a compass and protractor to perform a sufficient number of measurements such192

that the probability distribution gL can be populated (e.g., Ross, 1981; Norman193

and Campbell, 1989; Bailey and Mahaffee, 2017b). Recent methods have also been194

developed that allow for rapid measurement of both a and gL using terrestrial lidar195

scanning (Bailey and Mahaffee, 2017a).196

2.5 Including the effects of imperfect deposition197

In real vegetation, some particles that encounter vegetation do not become de-198

posited. The probability that a particle that encounters a leaf becomes deposited199

is quantified through the deposition efficiency E. In a sense, E is analogous to the200

radiative absorptivity (or similarly the single-scattering albedo for a participating201

medium), which essentially describes the efficiency at which elements are able to202

absorb photons (Modest, 2013). Using this analogy, the deposition efficiency is203

included in Eq. 5 as follows204

P = exp (−EG(ûi)aU∆t) , (13)

where EGaU = 1/τ can be thought of as an inverse deposition timescale τ . Thus,205

after a time period τ , 67% of particles will have been deposited.206

There are several possible means by which a particle becomes deposited on207

a leaf, and in order for deposition to occur, the particle must penetrate the leaf208

boundary layer. One means by which this occurs is through Brownian diffusion,209

whereby a particle penetrates the leaf boundary layer through random perturba-210

tions due to molecular motion (Fuchs, 1964). Others include inertial impaction,211

whereby a particle’s inertia provides the force necessary to penetrate the leaf212

boundary layer (McCartney and Aylor, 1987), and turbophoresis in which parti-213

cles tend to move along large gradients in turbulent energy near the leaf surface214

(Katul et al, 2010). The reader is referred to Petroff et al (2008) for a more compre-215

hensive review of the relevant mechanisms for deposition. Recent work has found216

that ambient turbulence levels play an important role in deposition, which is an ad-217

ditional mechanism providing the energy needed to penetrate the boundary layer218

(Moran et al, 2013; Price et al, 2017).219

3 Discussion220

3.1 Model behaviour221

The behaviour of the model as parameters are varied is straight-forward, and is222

shown graphically in Fig. 4. Since all model parameters are multiplied to form223

the argument of the exponential function, the probability of deposition increases224

exponentially as any parameter is increased. The overall sensitivity of deposition225

to any one parameter is dependent on the magnitude of the product EG(ûi) aU∆t.226

This is the underlying dimensionless parameter that determines the rate of decay227

of particle concentration as a result of deposition.228
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Fig. 4 Probability of particle deposition for constant deposition efficiency E and particle
velocity U (EU∆t = 1 m) and varying projected leaf area fraction G(ûi) and leaf area density
a. The thick solid line denotes the commonly assumed value of G(ûi) = 0.5.

3.2 Comparison with previous models229

3.2.1 Models based on Legg and Powell (1979)230

In the context of Lagrangian models, the most widely used approach for calculat-231

ing deposition rates onto vegetation is based on that originally proposed by Legg232

and Powell (1979) (e.g., Wilson, 2000; Aylor and Flesch, 2001; Jarosz et al, 2004;233

Bouvet et al, 2007; Bailey et al, 2014b; Pan et al, 2014, 2015), which also bears234

many similarities to the less commonly used framework proposed by Bache (1979).235

The Legg and Powell (1979) model was originally adapted to a Lagrangian frame-236

work by Legg and Wall (1983) and later modified by Wilson (2000) and Aylor and237

Flesch (2001) to yield the form most commonly used today. This approach assumes238

that the probability of particle deposition is linearly related to the projected leaf239

area (Ga), the distance travelled by the particle (U∆t), and the deposition effi-240

ciency (E). For the purposes of the present discussion, we neglect particle settling241

(vertical velocity component) and write the probability of deposition 1 − P over242

∆t as243

1− P = EGaU∆t, (14)

where it is noted that G is the projected area fraction usually denoted as f for244

this model, and the reader is reminded that P is the probability that a particle245

is not deposited over ∆t. An immediate problem with this formulation is that the246

right-hand side of Eq. 14 does not actually give a probability, particularly given247

that it is possible to have EGaU∆t > 1, which can yield negative values of P248

(Fig. 5a). Note that the probability was previously obtained (e.g., Eq. 13) through249

a procedure similar to integration of Eq. 14 with respect to time.250

If EGaU∆t is relatively small, then EGaU∆t ≈ exp (EGaU∆t), and Eq. 13251

and Eq. 14 yield approximately the same result (Fig. 5). However, Eq. 14 always252
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Fig. 5 Comparison of proposed model (Eq. 13, thick red lines) with linear model (Eq. 14, thin
blue lines). (a) Probability that a particle is not deposited P as a function of EGaU∆t (E
is deposition efficiency, Ga is projected leaf area in the direction of particle motion, U is the
particle velocity, and ∆t is the discrete model time step). (b) Cumulative probability that a
particle is not deposited, with EGaU∆t = 0.25 denoted by solid lines, EGaU∆t = 0.8 denoted
by dashed lines, and EGaU∆t = 1.5 denoted by dotted lines.

yields a higher deposition rate than Eq. 13, which increases as EGaU∆t increases253

(Fig. 5a). From a theoretical perspective, this is because Eq. 14 does not account254

for the fact that the probability of deposition is compounding, and as a result the255

probability of deposition increases exponentially rather than linearly with ∆t. If256

EGaU∆t > 1, P < 0 and we end up with a negative cumulative probability of no257

deposition (Fig. 5b), which obviously is unphysical.258

Derivatives of the Legg and Powell (1979) model commonly combine the effects259

of gravitational settling and inertial impaction on the probability of deposition260

using a linear superposition of the independent probability of deposition due to261

each of these processes. Although this is a convenient means of combining these262

effects, this is not a physically-consistent method since probabilities typically do263

not combine via superposition and there is no means to ensure that the total264

probability of deposition does not exceed 100%. In the present model, differences265

in deposition rates due to settling and impaction are represented by (1) changes266

in the particle velocity magnitude U with changing direction, and (2) use of a267

directionally-dependent deposition efficiency E. If the horizontal particle velocity268

is small, the (vertical) settling velocity dominates U . There is really no mechanistic269

basis for a modification of E based on horizontal or vertical motion, since the270

important parameters are the Stokes number (which automatically adjusts to the271

reduced particle speed) and the projected area of leaves in the particle path (which272

is captured by the directionally-dependent G value). Data exist that suggest that273

E should be varied to account for differing deposition rates on the front or back274

sides of the leaf (Price et al, 2017), which could be accounted for via a “coin flip”275

that varies E between values for the front or back sides of the leaf.276

For the reasons above, we recommend that the linear model formulation not277

be used (Eq. 14), even in cases of small EGaU∆t. The proposed model (Eq. 13)278
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is always physically reasonable and is no more difficult to apply when equivalent279

assumptions are employed, and thus there is no reason to use Eq. 14.280

3.2.2 Models based on Raupach et al (2001)281

An Eulerian deposition model was developed by Raupach et al (2001) that has a282

similar exponential form as the model presented herein. The model of Raupach283

et al (2001) was developed for discrete canopies such as a windbreak, and as such it284

is appropriate in that application to quantify vegetation structure using an optical285

porosity. For a continuous canopy, the total optical porosity is essentially zero.286

In effect, Eq. 13 uses the optical porosity in the direction of particle travel over287

distance U∆t, and as such, it is applicable to generalized canopies using quantities288

that can be readily measured or estimated (namely G and a). Equation 13 is289

also written in a Lagrangian framework for a packet of particles, rather than as an290

Eulerian integration over a windbreak as in Raupach et al (2001). If the simplifying291

assumption is made that all particles follow the mean (horizontal) wind, the model292

presented herein simplifies to the formulation of Raupach et al (2001) in the case293

of a windbreak.294

3.3 Future directions295

3.3.1 Modelling deposition efficiency296

Future work is necessary to better understand and predict the deposition efficiency297

E. Laminar deposition dominated by impaction and diffusion has been explored298

by many workers (Davies, 1966; Chamberlain and Chadwick, 1972; Marple and299

Liu, 1974). The impact of ambient turbulence levels on E has only been recently300

investigated (e.g., Moran et al, 2013), and workers have found that in some cases301

including the effects of ambient turbulence results in an order of magnitude change302

in E for Stokes numbers characteristic of atmospheric flows. The impact of leaf303

motion and mutual sheltering on deposition is poorly understood, and difficult to304

quantify.305

3.3.2 Validation306

The high uncertainty in sub-models for deposition efficiency E presents a funda-307

mental challenge in validating the modelling framework presented herein. Mea-308

surements of deposition rates in actual or simulated canopy geometries inherently309

convolute the effects of deposition efficiency and potential deposition. In order310

to obtain measurements of potential deposition rates (which is the focus of the311

proposed model) from measurements of total deposition rates, one needs to know312

the deposition efficiency. Previous studies have attempted to separate potential313

deposition and deposition efficiency from measurements of total deposition, but314

typically this is only possible for isolated deposition elements whose frontal area315

of depositing elements is known (e.g., Davies, 1966; Chamberlain and Chadwick,316

1972; Petroff et al, 2008; Moran et al, 2013). As such, validating the proposed317

modelling framework becomes highly challenging, because uncertainty in deposi-318

tion efficiency specification may swamp errors in potential deposition. In theory,319
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it is possible to design an experiment where the Stokes number is extremely large320

such that E approaches 1, thus removing the effects of E. However, even if such an321

experiment could be conducted, questions on the applicability for more reasonable322

Stokes numbers remain.323

Recent advances in the detailed measurement of vegetation structure could324

help to reduce uncertainty in specification of geometric inputs (Bailey and Ma-325

haffee, 2017b), although detailed measurements of the turbulent wind field at the326

leaf scale are not readily available. High-resolution simulation methods such as327

direct numerical simulation or large-eddy simulation offer an alternative means of328

studying deposition in a more controlled environment where the three-dimensional329

wind field is known (van Haarlem et al, 1998; Bailey et al, 2014b; Pan et al, 2014).330

Detailed wind-tunnel experiments that examine particle filtration by vegetation331

have been recently performed (e.g., Huang et al, 2015), and which might provide332

adequate validation, but the challenge of separating potential deposition from de-333

position efficiency still remains.334
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